
NEW
MODEL

With all-new sleek, angular bodywork draped over a new chassis and engine updates, the new Ninja® 650 
delivers uncompromising middleweight Ninja motorcycle performance and style while maintaining everyday 
versatility.
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2017
SPORT

KEY FEATURES
• AGGRESSIVE NINJA® MOTORCYCLE STYLING

• FUEL-EFFICIENT TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINE DELIVERS SMOOTH POWER

• NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TRELLIS FRAME PROVIDES AGILE, SPORTY HANDLING

• 3-WAY ADJUSTABLE WINDSCREEN

• ABS AVAILABLE

NINJA® 650 ABS KRT edition
lime green/ebony (KHFA)



Engine Type 4-Stroke, Liquid-Cooled, DOHC, 4 Valve Cylinder Head, Parallel Twin
Displacement 649 cc
Bore & Stroke 83.0 x 60.0 mm
Maximum Torque 48.5 lb. ft @ 6,500 rpm
Compression Ratio 10.8:1
Fuel Injection DFI® with Keihin 36mm Throttle Bodies (2)
Transmission 6-Speed with Positive Neutral Finder
Final Drive Sealed Chain
Rake/Trail 24˚/3.9 in.
Front Wheel Travel 4.9 in.
Rear Wheel Travel 5.1 in.
Front Tire Size 120/70-17
Rear Tire Size 160/60-17
Wheelbase 55.5 in.
Front Suspension 41mm Hydraulic Telescopic Fork
Rear Suspension Horizontal Back-link with Adjustable Preload
Front Brake Type Dual 300mm Petal Disc with 2-Piston Caliper
Rear Brake Type Single 220mm Petal Disc
Fuel Tank Capacity 4.0 gal.
Seat Height 31.1 in.
Curb Weight= 419 / 426 (ABS) lbs.
Warranty 12 months
Kawasaki Protection Plus™ 12, 24, 36 or 48 months
(Specifications subject to change without notice.)
=  = Includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90% of capacity) and tool kit (if supplied).
Ask about the Riders of Kawasaki (ROK) Club and the Good Times™ Credit Plan.
(KP) = See Kaw-Pedia section for more details.* = Changes from previous model year.   

SPECIFICATIONS  EX650JHF / KHF / KHFA 



649cc Twin-Cylinder, DOHC Engine
•  Tuned to deliver strong, responsive power for performance that favors 

everyday riding and inspires confidence in newer riders, yet is spirited 
enough for sport riding. 

•  Modified camshaft profiles have reduced operating angle and valve 
overlap for better response and performance.

•  Slimmer intake port shape also helps boost engine response and 
performance.

•  Redesigned airbox with a single large inlet instead of two smaller ones 
contributes to the increased power feeling.

•  Exhaust system has a shorter header and the new, sleek muffler’s internal 
construction further enhances power delivery.

•  Muffler is mounted below the engine to help lower the center of gravity and 
aid weight centralization. 

•  Kawasaki Air Management System(KP) (KAMS) radiator fan cover helps direct hot engine air down to 
the ground and away from the rider.

•  Compact parallel twin engine helps reduce the dimensions of the entire motorcycle to keep it small 
and nimble.

•  180-degree crankshaft plus balancer shaft for extremely smooth engine operation. 
•  Triangular crank and transmission shaft layout makes the engine very short from front to back, a 

semi-dry sump(KP) oil system reduces overall engine height, while the narrow pitch of the chrome 
composite(KP) plated aluminum cylinders helps reduce engine width.

Digital Fuel Injection(KP)

•  Fuel injection settings provide smooth low end response while contributing to the engine‘s quick-
revving character. 

•  Throttle body diameter is reduced from 38mm to 36mm and utilize fine atomizing injectors to further 
enhance engine response and low-to-mid-range power.

•  The throttle bodies feature sub-throttle valves(KP) for optimum performance and rideability. The sub 
throttles, located behind the main throttle valves, are controlled by the ECU so that the EFI system has 
more precise throttle response, similar to a constant-velocity carburetor. 

•  Precise fuel injection plus exhaust catalyzer significantly reduce emissions. 
•  Automatic fast idle system makes starting and warm-up easy.

New Assist & Slipper Clutch(KP)

•  Using the rotational forces of the clutch hub and pressure plate, the clutch is forced together during 
acceleration (Assist function) so that fewer and lighter clutch springs can be used for a lighter feel 
at the lever. During high back-torque, such as when too low of gear is selected, the Slipper function 
allows some clutch slippage to help prevent engine lock-up and stalling, and rear-wheel hop.

6-Speed Transmission
•  Now equipped with a linkage-type gear shift mechanism to improve shift touch and feeling.
•  Cassette-style transmission puts the transmission shafts and shift drum into a compact layout.
•  Includes Positive Neutral Finder, a Kawasaki exclusive user-friendly feature.

ENGINE



Frame
•  All-new high-tensile steel trellis frame has optimized 

dimensions and wall thicknesses to significantly reduce 
frame weight and contribute to extremely light handling.

•  Frame components follow the ideal pipe line so that 
the lines of the frame are as straight as possible. When 
bends were necessary their angles were as small as 
possible, resulting in a design that disperses stress 
extremely well.

•  Three-point rigidly mounted engine and footpeg stays 
are used as stressed members to contribute to weight 
reduction.

Suspension

Horizontal Back-link Rear Suspension(KP)

•  Horizontal Back-link progressive suspension system like 
that found on the Ninja® ZX™-10R replaces the straight-
mount shock for better balance, increased sport riding 
potential and ride comfort.

•  The linkage is placed atop the swingarm and helps 
make room for the under-engine muffler for better mass 
centralization.

•  Rear shock is further away from the exhaust so that its 
operation will not be affected by exhaust heat.

•  New gull-wing swingarm uses hollow press construction 
to be nearly six pounds lighter than the 2016 model. 

•  The line from the rear axle to the pivot was straightened 
which contributes to lighter, natural handling.

•  A longer shock with increased stroke improves sport 
riding potential and overall ride comfort.

41mm Front Fork
•  All-new upper triple clamp now has stylish reinforcing 

ribs on the upper surface and is lighter than before.

Triple Petal Design Brake Discs 
•  New Nissin brake calipers improve brake feel and 

control and have a sportier image. 
•  Front brake calipers grip dual 300mm petal discs and 

have big 27mm pistons for excellent brake feel. 
•  Petal design offers improved cooling and warp 

resistance.

Available ABS 
•  Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS) helps assist braking 

under certain conditions.
•  New Bosch 9.1M control unit provides more precise 

electronic management and is more compact to save 
space and weight.

•  Revised ABS settings match the lighter chassis.

CHASSIS



Wheels and Tires
•  New sporty five-spoke wheel design adds a lighter, nimble appearance.
•  Now equipped with Dunlop Sportmax D214 silica-blend tires for excellent performance and better fuel 

mileage.

Confidence-Inspiring Cockpit
• New separate, clip-on style handlebar mounts atop the 

upper triple clamp are positioned slightly more forward 
for a more aggressive sport riding position. However, the 
leg position is opened up by placing the footpegs 60mm 
forward and 15mm lower than the previous model.

• New seat is 15mm lower, and slimmer at the front, to 
make it easier for the rider to place both feet on the 
ground at a stop.

•  The fuel tank is positioned lower on the chassis and its 
slim design further facilitates the reach to the ground 
for added rider confidence. A new resin design fuel cap 
eliminates the presence of mounting bolts for a more 
stylish design.

•  All-new Instrument panel features analog tachometer 
and LCD multi-function meter that is easy to read. A gear 
position indicator and upshift indicator light are new and 
the tachometer needle complements the upshift light, 
changing colors in three stages as the chosen shift point 
nears.

•  The LCD display also contain the speedometer, 
odometer/trip meters, coolant temperature, fuel level, 
fuel range and average/instant fuel consumption, plus 
an Economical Riding Indicator(KP) that displays when 
fuel consumption is most favorable.

•  5-way adjustable brake and clutch levers accommodate 
a variety of hand sizes for increased comfort and control.

ERGONOMICS



Bodywork/Styling
•  New bodywork evokes a stronger Ninja supersport image more 

in line with the track-focused Ninja® ZX™-6R and ZX-10R.
•  New chin spoilers below the new swept-back headlights make 

the front cowl closely resemble that of the Ninja ZX-10R.
•  New windshield design further reinforces the overall Ninja image 

and features three-position adjustability with a total range of 
nearly 2.5 inches.

•  Fairing has large openings to maximize airflow and reduce 
engine heat.

•  New front fender design and compact, upswept tail cowl 
contribute to the aggressive image.

•  New LED taillight lights up in an X shape.

ERGONOMICS CONTINUED
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See the current applicable Kawasaki accessory catalog, visit www.kawasaki.com for all of the latest 
Kawasaki Genuine Accessories available for this model.

30 Liter Top Case

Radiator Trim

Tank Pad

Frame Slider Set

Seat Cowls

KAWASAKI GENUINE ACCESSORIES



ASSIST & SLIPPER CLUTCH
Features:
The Assist & Slipper clutch was developed without changing the size and number of parts of the conventional 
clutch. It decreases the spring load (clutch lever load) and back-torque (during deceleration). 
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch pressure  plate [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the clutch hub [D] 
by the torque [E] generated by the crankshaft during acceleration, the assist cams [F] engage [G] and the clutch 
pressure plate applies force to the clutch plates [H]. The rotational force from the pressure plate causes it to slide down the 
cam face of the clutch hub, increasing pressure on the friction plates and steel plates to generate assist force.
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch hub [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the clutch pressure plate [D] by the torque 
[E] generated by engine braking during deceleration, the slipper cams [F] engage and the clutch pressure plate is separated 
[G] from the clutch plates [H]. As a result, pressure on the friction plates and the steel plates decreases to disengage the 
clutch, generating slipper force.

Benefits:
With the assist mechanism, the clutch lever load is decreased and clutch operation feels lighter. With the slipper mechanism, 
riding stability can be improved when high back-torque (engine brake) is generated such as during deceleration or 
downshifting.

KAW-PEDIA
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Technical Information - Assist and Slipper Clutch

4) Assist Mechanism
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch pressure plate [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the

clutch hub [D] by the torque [E] generated by the crankshaft during acceleration, the assist cams [F]
engage [G] and the clutch pressure plate applies force to the clutch plates [H]. The rotational force
from the pressure plate causes it to slide down the cam face of the clutch hub, increasing pressure
on the friction plates and steel plates. (Assist force is generated.)

5) Slipper Mechanism
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch hub [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the clutch pres-

sure plate [D] by the torque [E] generated by engine braking during deceleration, the slipper cams [F]
engage and the clutch pressure plate is separated [G] from the clutch plates [H]. As a result, pressure
on the friction plates and the steel plates decreases to disengage the clutch. (Slipper force is gener-
ated.)

ASSIST FUNCTION

SLIPPER FUNCTION
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(ABS) Anti-lock Brake System
Features:
Braking on low-grip surfaces (surfaces with a low coefficient of friction) such as wet asphalt or manhole covers 
may present challenges for the operator. ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) was developed to assist braking under 
certain circumstances. Kawasaki ABS systems are controlled by high precision and highly reliable programming 
based on thorough testing of numerous riding situations.
Benefits:
ABS offers rider reassurance that contributes to greater riding enjoyment.

CHROME COMPOSITE CYLINDER PLATING
Features:
Kawasaki‘s chrome composite cylinder plating is a mixture of nickel-phosphorous alloy, ceramic, silicone carbine and some 
organic materials that is bonded directly to aluminum cylinder walls. This plating improves heat transfer, is porous so it holds 
lubrication well, is hard to resist abrasion and seizure, and provides a consistent coating of the cylinder wall, even around the 
chamfered edge at the top of the cylinder. This is especially useful in two-stroke engines since the consistent edges of the 
cylinder ports resist snagging piston rings and allows the top of the exhaust port to be straight for smoother flow.
Benefits:
Chrome composite plating adds durability, helps provide consistent power output, allows closer piston tolerances for more 
power, prevents hot spots that can lead to pre-ignition, and allows an idealized exhaust port shape for more top-end power in 
KX engines.

DIGITAL FUEL INJECTION
Features:
An on-board, digital microprocessor reads various inputs from the engine, like ignition timing, rpm, and throttle position, and 
from the environment, like air temperature and pressure. It uses the information to decide the precise amount of fuel that the 
engine needs at that moment, and injects it into the intake air headed for the intake valve.
Benefits:
The fuel injection system precisely controls the fuel mixture so the engine runs smoothly and powerfully from idle to top speed , 
with excellent fuel economy and quick engine response.

DUAL THROTTLE VALVES
Features
Large bore throttle bodies increase power output. However, sudden changes in throttle 
opening can cause hesitation and jerky throttle response with a single butterfly valve in a 
large bore. Therefore, two throttle valves are placed in each intake tract, the main valve 
located closest to the cylinder and a sub valve placed further up the intake tract. The 
main valve is operated by the rider when the throttle grip is turned, while the sub valve is 
opened by a servomotor controlled by the ECU. The sub valve automatically adjusts air 
intake to more precisely match engine demand, so that when the main throttle is opened 
quickly there is no hesitation or jerky response.
Benefits
The throttle sub valves allow the fuel injection system to provide smooth throttle response, similar to that of a constant velocity 
carburetor, no matter how quickly the throttle is opened.

ECONOMICAL RIDING INDICATOR
Features:
Using high-precision electronic control for engine management, Kawasaki models can achieve a high level of fuel 
efficiency. However, fuel consumption is greatly affected by throttle use, gear selection, and other elements under 
the rider’s control. The Economical Riding Indicator is a function that indicates when current riding conditions 
are consuming a low amount of fuel. The system continuously monitors fuel consumption, regardless of vehicle 
speed, engine speed, throttle position and other riding conditions. When fuel consumption is low for a given speed (i.e. fuel 
efficiency is high), an “ECO” mark appears on the instrument panel’s LCD screen. By riding so that the “ECO” mark remains 
on, fuel consumption can be reduced.
Benefits:
Paying attention to conditions that cause the “ECO” mark to appear can help riders improve their fuel efficiency – a handy way 
to increase cruising range. Plus keeping fuel consumption low also helps minimize negative impacts on the environment.

KAW-PEDIA



ENGINE BALANCER SYSTEM
Features:
Vibration occurs from the reciprocating mass of the crankshaft, connecting rod and piston. The engine 
balancer system smooths out vibration by using one or two counter rotating balancer weight(s) driven 
by a chain or gears off the crankshaft. The weight(s) work with the crankshaft counterweights to smooth 
reciprocating vibration caused by the piston. The weight(s) work against the crankshaft counterweight to 
smooth torsional vibration caused by crankshaft rotation.
Benefits:
Reduced vibration offers more rider comfort and less rider fatigue on long rides.

Horizontal Back-link Rear Suspension 
Features: 
This rear suspension system positions the shock absorber and linkage above the swingarm, freeing up space 
where the Uni-Trak® suspension linkage would normally be located and enabling a larger exhaust pre-chamber, 
which then allows a shorter, smaller muffler and better mass centralization. The arrangement also positions the 
shock’s upper link further from the swingarm pivot, spreading rigidity and contributing to enhanced chassis 
rigidity tuning and balance. Additionally, the shock is less affected by engine and exhaust heat.
Benefits:
The The Horizontal Back-link suspension system provides increased road holding (especially in the final third of the stroke 
range), smoother suspension action from initial through mid-stroke (even with hard settings), increased feedback when 
cornering, and it contributes to mass centralization.

SEMI-DRY SUMP
Features:
When the crankshaft rotates, oil can be drawn around with the flywheels. At high RPM, friction between 
the oil and the crankshaft consumes several horsepower. The power lost to this phenomena is called 
stirring loss. To prevent stirring losses, oil draining from the engine and transmission is stored in a sump 
under the transmission.
Benefits:
Reducing engine stirring losses leaves more power for driving the wheels.

KAW-PEDIA CONTINUED


